
 

 

Here’s a look at what’s coming soon and what’s recently launched. 
You will see all of these updates in your workspace no later than  9/16/2020 

 

TL;DR – New Features in your Workspace - Log in NOW to see what’s new! 

 

Faster Workflow - We’ve simplified the daily workflow, you no longer need to set and publish priorities on a 

separate page.  Everything can now be done directly from the My Work page. 

 

Simplified Planning 

● Find Tasks Faster – the update sidebar simplifies searching and finding 

● Themes – set multi-day goals 

● Plan for Multiple Days – plan a week in advance 

 

Slack Integration 

● Trenobot – query Treno data directly from within Slack 

 

Performance 

● GitHub Webhooks – receive  code repository updates in real-time  

 

 

SIMPLIFIED PLANNING 

 

Find Tasks Faster 

We’ve simplified how to find tasks and add priorities to your day. Everything you need is behind the .                   

The sidebar now presents an individualized, curated list of the (up to 150) most relevant work items for you.                   

You can sort these items by priority (our view of the most important items, or by creation date, or title). The                     

updated sidebar also contains a universal search, that will search ALL items (not just the top 150) found in                   

your connected systems and present results. 

 

The sidebar also contains the button that creates new work items – work that isn’t                

contained in any other system. Additionally, from the sidebar, you can create and add Themes (see below)                 

to your priorities.  

 

Themes 

A Theme in Treno can be used to denote a goal, grouping of tasks or a large body of work that will be                       

delivered over multiple days. Themes are created with a title, description, and an optional success               

measurement. And once created, they are available for all users to add to their priorities. You can set the                   



duration of a theme (which is how many days you want it to automatically appear in your daily plans) when                    

you add it to your daily priorities. 

 

 

 

Themes are great to use when you have a goal, but don’t yet know all of the tasks that will be needed to                       

complete the goal. For example, you could add “Work on Bugs” or “Prepare updated documentation” as a                 

theme to your priorities – and by doing so you’ve let your teammates know the type of work you will be                     

doing – even if you don’t list actual tasks. Themes are also an excellent way for managers and engineers to                    

agree on weekly objectives and deliverables. 

 

Plan for Multiple Days (in advance) 

Now you can set your delivery priorities in advance for an entire week.  Planning ahead has never been so 

easy.  From the My Work page, simply select the day(s) you want to plan and then add tasks and themes as 

normal.  We will automatically save everything and make your plans visible to your teammates.  But have no 

fear, you can edit advance plans at any time. 

 

 

 

SLACK INTEGRATION 

 

Slackbot (requires Slack integration) 

Our slackbot is a chatbot that allows you to query Treno information directly from within the Slack interface. 

From within Slack, using /treno <command> users can pull data directly from Treno.  You can see all items 

that are blocked, priorities from any user, any request for help or open pull requests…and you can even file 

a bug report.  To learn more, go to slack and type “/treno help”. 

 



 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

GitHub Webhooks (requires GitHub integration) 

Webhooks will allow us to detect, in near-real time, any changes in the connected GitHub code repositories. 

This allows Github Pull Requests, comments, and merges to show almost immediately. 
 

 

Even more exciting updates are coming next week!!! 

Have questions about anything we’ve shared? 

 

Reach out to your Customer Success Manager at alex@treno.io 

We’re happy to help! 
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